SAURABH JAIN

“You Have Potential to Write Your Own Destiny”
Looking for some kickass motivation that will give you & your team a HIGH for a lifetime?
Saurabh Jain will do it magically with his wonderful original ideas for life. He is a Corporate Trainer &
a very popular Motivational Speaker in India and also Global Career Counsellor from University of
California.

Your personality will dictate success in your career
Strong personality attracts success and ready to fight all the odds of life with a head-on attitude. We
all need a mentor who recognizes our capabilities and encourages us to pursue our dreams. Mr.
Saurabh Jain is that driving force who can change our perspective of looking at our life and motivate
us to become our best version. With15 years working experience, he knows what it takes to become
successful through excellence, thereby, enable us to enhance our imaginations and help us to work
towards achieving them. After interacting with Mr. Jain people start taking a move toward excellence.

WHO NEEDS LEGS WHEN YOU HAVE WINGS?
A motivating presentation must be accompanied with solutions that change and inspire lives. Today
more than ever, people are looking not simply for entertainment, but for direction and solid
answers. Saurabh Jain has spent the last 15 years developing solutions that transformed his life. His
stories are moving, his courage unprecedented, and his insights . . . profound. His accomplishments

provide a powerful litmus test to the validity of these dynamic principles! In this presentation Mr.
Saurabh Jain will teach your group to:
•
•
•
•

Conquer the emotional paralysis that robs vision and momentum.
Turn obstacles into incredible opportunities.
Harness the power of change and rise above to progress.
Tap into unseen personal power and inner strength to accomplish seemingly impossible
dreams!

Why think Too Much About Tomorrow When You have Ability to do Today?
Life requires us to be problem-solvers. Success requires us to be dreamers. Mr. Saurabh Jain is both
a dreamer and a problem-solver. In his personal life, he had to find new solutions to create mobility,
strength and business success. Wouldn't you like your team to acquire those same skills? With
humorous stories and innovative concepts, Mr Saurabh Jain will teach your group to:
•
•
•
•
•

Look outside the box for new and better ideas that propel you to higher returns and bigger
profits!
Create new mental images of success, innovation and progress!
Anticipate changing needs and new opportunities in the marketplace!
Get a bird's eye perspective of current circumstances and make long-lasting, effective
changes!
Sprout wings and fly faster and further than you ever thought possible!

How can Mr. Saurabh Jain contribute in enhancing our overall personality?
Mr. Saurabh Jain is a motivational speaker, professional and a marketing expert by profession with 15
years of experience. He is a “World Record Holder for Longest Non-Stop Speech on Personality
Development”. He is only motivational speaker, who delivered his speech in Rajasthan Legislative
Assembly on the auspicious occasion of Independence Day. He has delivered his speech in Central
Jail Jaipur also and many other places like this. He is soft skill training faculty in prestigious institute
like ICAI / ICSI / ICMAI and many other reputed institutes. Mr. Jain also worked with Discovery
Channel for a documentary. He has taken 1000+ sessions for corporates and students. Saurabh Jain is
the person who can help us to come out of our cocoon and flutter our wings to fly high in our life. Mr.
Saurabh Jain has been regarded as the best Inspiration Speaker, so people called him Innovator of
Practical Motivation and Personality Development Guru and there is end number of reasons to prove
that. Let’s read about his achievements and accolades. He is truly excellent Motivational Speaker, Life
Management Coach, Soft Skill Trainer and Business Coach. Taken 500+ interview and prepared 1000+
aspirants on employability skill with excellent and proven track record. He is experienced giving soft
skill training to both private and PSU’S employees. Given his speeches for both national and
multinational organizations. He is holding various higher posts in different social and religious
organizations which make him more expert to groom individuals to live a better profession, personal
and social life.
What Mr. Jain achieved so far?
●

Work experience – he has a more than a decade experience in Pharmaceuticals Sales and 15
years of experience as an expert professional. His lifetime achievements make him a man who

can give us a great insight of the professional world, hence guide you towards the right
direction.
Expertise - His expertise lies in driving individuals towards their goals by managing time in a strategic
manner and learning how to do smart work. His sessions are highly interactive rather than just
speaking he allows audience to ask their questions and address their concerns. His vast experience,
subject knowledge and humours way make his session live.
●

Past Record - Proven past record in Personality Grooming classes and the impressive result of
the motivational workshops shows his competency. He has prepared 1000+ candidate on
employability skills with almost 100% result.

●

A feat in IT - Having a working experience in Information and Technology field gives him an
in-depth knowledge of the industry, thereby helping participants to improve their
productivity.

●

Event Industry - Conducting events and executing it all with fruitful results is where his forte
lies. His innate quality of handling a large group and speaking fluently in a convincing manner
makes him a living example of a confident professional.

Good things come to people who wait, but better things come to those who are mentored by pioneers
like Mr. Saurabh Jain. He is.
●

A mentor for achieving professional success: He is well versed in the corporate work, hence,
preparing us to face the cut-throat competition and challenges.

●

A mentor for overcoming weakness He can help us overcome our fears, doubts that are
stopping you from getting ahead in life.

●

A mentor for a transformed personality: he will encourage you to break boundaries and
pursuing your dreams with a positive attitude.

Mr. Saurabh Jain Initiated Comprehensive Leaner Record
First time in history Mr. Saurabh Jain Initiator of Comprehensive Personality Development like he
Initiated A to Z of Personality Development and Life Skill Management.

Effort That Make Any Impossible Thing Possible
Through the Effort of Mr. Saurabh Jain Pragya Personality Development become the first Institute
of Rajasthan that affiliated from Rajasthan ILT Skill University and institute is also Certified from ISO
Certification. Pragya Personality Development Is the First University of Rajasthan Which Is affiliated
and approved From Government. He made this Institute Comprehensive Personality Development.

Why should you Think About Mr. Saurabh Jain to speak at your next event?

•

Customized workshops because he believes each Person is unique and That’s Why needs to
be handled differently.

•

Real life experiences, real life examples, real life heroes, real lessons to learn.

•

Innovative methods, stories and thought-provoking questions.

•

He leaves you with questions that turn solutions to the road blocks in your life.

•

Motivate you with the different real life motivational story.

•

Give you tips for life to manage your life professionally.

•

Get in touch and let the impression transform your overall personality

Saurabh Jain
Motivational Speaker & Personality Enhancement
Signature
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+91-9829178749
+91-7073188666

Saurabh Jain .
Saupra2001@gmail.com
Siddhant Complex, 141, FS-2
Info@pragyapersonalityDevelopment.com
Gali No 6, Barkat Nagar
Tonk Phatak, Jaipur, Rajasthan 302015

Follow Us On: LinkedIn:- https://lnnk.in/kKe
Facebook: - https://lnnk.in/kQe
Instagram: - https://lnnk.in/kUe
Twitter: https://lnnk.in/kSe
For More Visit: - http://www.pragyapersonalitydevelopment.com/
Also Visit:http://saurabhjain.co/

